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Name: ~ _

A syllable is a part ·of a word pronounced as a unit. It is usually made up of a vowC!1alone
or a vowel with one or more consonants. ThC!word "syllabIC!"has thrC!C!syllablC!s:
syl-la-ble.

"Haiku" is a traditional form of JapanC!sC!poetry. Haiku poC!msconsist of 3 lines. Here is
an example of Haiku poetry. ThC!syllabiC! pattC!I'nof a Haiku is 5, 7, 5. ThC!first and last
lines of a Haiku have 5 syllables and the middlC!line has 7 syllables.

Haiku poems can act almost like a riddle. Try writing a Haiku poem about a certain animal.
but don't mention the animal's name. SC!eif your friends can guess what you wrote about!

Writc! your "What am I?" Haiku below:
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Name: ~-------------------

A syllable is a part·of a word pronounced as a unit. It is usually made up of a vowel alone
or -a vowel with one or more consonants. The word "syllable" has three syllables:
syl-Ia-ble.

"Haiku" is a traditional form of Japanese poetry. Haiku poems consist of 3 lines. Here is
an example of Haiku poetry. The syllable pattern of a Haiku is 5, 7, 5. The first and last
lines of a Haiku have 5 sy"ables and the middle line has 7 syllables.

Haiku poems can act almost like a riddle. Try writing a Haiku poem about a certain animal.
but don't mention the animal's name. See if your friends can guess what you wrote about!

Write your "What am I?H Haiku below:
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Name: ~ _

A syllable is a part'of a word pronounced as a unit. It is usually made up of a vowel alone
or a vowel with one or more consonants. The word "syllable" has thl'ee syllables:
syl-lo-ble,

"Haiku" is a traditional form of Japanese poetry. Haiku poems consist of 3 lines. Here is
an example of Haiku poetry. The syllable pattern of a Haiku is 5. 7. 5. The first and last
lines of a Haiku have 5 syllables and the middle line has 7 syllables.

Haiku poems can act almost like a riddle. Try writing a Haiku poem about a cerfcin animal,
but don't mention the animal's name. See if your friends can guess what you wrote about!

Write your "What am I?" Haiku below:
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